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new and exciting possibilities in the

field of education. On the one hand is the increasing interest in the concept of parents

as educators of their own children. This interest is reflected in the number of projects

multiplying across the country in which parents are trained to teach their young children a

variety of cognitive and perceptual' -motor tasks. The research results em ing from such

projects are encouraging and, in fact, sometimes stand in contrast to the lack of demonstrated

ns in intervention programs which havefocused on the school rather than the home.

The second development is in the technological fieldthe increasing accessibility

of television air time to the public, particularly through the medium of cable television

Cable television, which-is currently received by 11 million homes in thesUrtited States,

a way of receiving television signals through lines similar to telephone cables. It has the

potential of being able to transrrtit virtually unlimited numbers of channels to home tele-

vision sets. At present, whether a given cable station is required to provide a free-access

1

hannel to the public is dependent on the size of the station's service area. Even in smaller

communities, however, such stations may still be interested in broadcasting locally-produced

programs both as a public service and also because of the sheer number of ai r -helms that need

to be filled as channels multiply.. Such was the case in Fresno, California.

The Just for You Program

In October, 1978, the 5:)431 of Education at California State University, Fresno

Although the next paragraph addresses the potential of cable television, the infprmation to
be presented isrelevaneto anyone interested in producing a television program, whether it
is aired on public, cable, or network channels.
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Cable Television regarding the possibility of producing a program

for preschool children. Out of that initial contact, the Just for You show was born.

The format of each half-hour program is as follows, Four students who are in the teacher-

training program (Early Childhood EJucatien emphasis) serve as rhe_on-camero teachers.

They individually present an activity while working with a small group of preschool

children. For each activity the student presents to the parents at ho -e a rationale as

to why the activity sleneficial for young children, well as suggestions as to how the

activity could be extended. An attempt is made to use materials that are inexpensive and

readily available, i. 'found in the average home. A wide variety f activities are

presented, including tasks to foster cognitive affective, and psychomotor development.

Eleven programs were taped during the 1978-79 academic year and repeatedly shown

on the local cable channel. In May, 1979, a grant was awarded by the California

State University system which funded 20 additional programs during the 1979 -80 school

year. In addition to the local channel, Just for You has. been broadcast an the California

Children's Channel and the Canadian Children's Channel, both of whor primary function

is to provide noncommercial, nonviolent children's programming throughout the day.

Student teachers working on the ptogra have earned college credit by enrolling

in two new courses= -Educational Programming for_Chilctren and Parents and Television

and the F'resChoo Child (see Appendix 1). Crew members are recruited from Radio-

Television students who regard the experience of taping a "real" show as professionally

valuable.

Evaluation, Dissemination, and Future dal

During the tapings, we noticed that children who were not involved in a particular

segment were often enthralled by, and reacting to, what they saw on the television monitor

in the children's playroom. As a result, we have begun field testing the tapes in day care



centers to evaluate children's interest in the programs. In addition to more'specificinformation-,

we have found that children will voluntarily watch -In an active, res .sive waytwo half-hour

shows shown back-to-back, when many other activities are available. We have also ,shown

the tapes to parents and asked them to evaluate the programs. Their responses are positive,

yet keep us ever-aware of certain parent concerns, such as safety. They also alert us to

attitudes hat we may want to address in future programs, such as the concern of many

parents that certain activities are "too messy." Finally, ve individually Interviewed

parents of preschdol children to find out what they would view a! helpful in a program designed

with them in mind (see Appendix J).

The students have been asked to evaluNla their- experience'in terms of how it has affected

them as a teacher and as a person. As teachers, they feel they have gained a valuable

opportunity to view themselves at work; e of the importance of preparation, organization,

and clarity in directions; numerous ideas for interesting lessons; the experience of working

as a team teacher; an enhanced awareness of parent needs.. Also, students who haveSeen

interviewed for teaching positions have found their work on the program elicits interest

on the part Of the interviewers.

In terms of person I gains, the students list ncrea -ed confidence; ver:

ability to work under pressure; a sense of chievement; increased ability to_ communicate

freely and honestly; an "indescribable feeling that involved being part of a team of

dedicated individuals who had set out to attain a common goal . . that involved trust,

love, joy, and sometimds frustrations." (For additional comments, see"Appendix

Other positive outcomes include an original therrte song (written and performed by

students) which has been, copyrighted; an awareness of nontraditional teaching opportunities
a

(one student is now planning a career in television)increased enrollment; public relations"
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far the university (the programs are copyrighted through the university). The tapes
4

themselves have been used in a variety of ways, including training teachers not- directly

involved with the program.

There are numerous benefits, of course, for the parents ani children. Parents

frequently report their children repeat or continue activities at home, talk constantly

about what they've done, ---ant.to know when they "can go again,." An unexpected bonus

has been tl e opportunity for students to work closely -,ith parents, rnething which occurs

infrequently in the usual teacher- training program. This Hs involved such simple things

as lending toys and books from the collection kept for use during breaks in the raping, to

talking with parents about developmental changes and behavior problems. Always,

students model a positive approach to interacting with children.

Alternative ways to disseminate the tapes are being explored. These include use

of he tapes in parenting classes at high schools and in day care centers. In addition,

home instruction sheets are prepared which can be obtained by writing the program. They

include a statement as to why each activity is a good one for children; materials needed;

procedure, including open-ended questions; and suggestions for extending the activity.

We ore investigating the possibility of publishing a booklet of these sheets, entitled, "100

Ideas from Just for You." Finally, two professors from the Early Childhood Education program

nearby university are-hoping to produce a prrogram of their own, after spending a day.,

the Fresno campus.

Gals for the future include involving more children with special needs and deliberate

modeling of certain tc hing strategies on each program to show parents what is meant by,

for example, asking open-ended questions. Long-range goals include research to determine

the effectiveness of the programs, particularly with regard to modeling teaching strategies.
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One of the most exhilarating aspects of this project has been to seg it evolve. It

has been an organic, creative process during which we have learned a great deal --about

television production, children, parents, teaching, ourselves. Because we found few

materials to aid us in planning tor, and carrying out, a project such as ours, we learned

as we went, often through trial-and-er.-r. A number of appendixes follow. It is hoped

that these will facilitate other, similar, projects by providing a head start.

Appendix List

Appendix A Sprne Notes onProducing a Television Show

Appendix B Guide for Students on Planning Activities

Appendix C

Appendix D

Appendix E

Appendix F

Hints for Teaching On-Camera-

Home InstruCtion Sheet Formdt

Parent Information Sheet

Helpful Hints to Parents

Appendix G Parent Program Evaluation Form

Appendix H Evaluation of Child Interest in Program Activities

Appendix I Job Sheet

Appendix J Summary of Parent Responses to Interview

Appendix K Additional Student Comments About Their Experience

Appendix L Description of Courses

Appendix M Bibliography



APPENDIX A

SOME NOTES ON PRODUGING A TELEVISION SHOW

Getting Started

Some of the things you need to consider before getting started are:

Location for taping. Will you film on location," for example, in a preschool

setting? If se y y have difficulty with adequate lighting and extraneous

noises. Will you film in a _studio? To what studio do you have access--a

campus studio, 'cable television-studio PBS? Private eompan es who do pro-

duction pre expensive (around $3-5000. per half hour program, and up)..

Crew. Who will runlhe cameras, serve as engineer, edit?- We use students

in the Radio-Television Department to run the cameras and some of the other

specialized equipment. We have members of the instructional television center

a

staff to serve gs engineer and to do the final editing.. In a pinch, some of our own

education students have filled in on gome of the equipment, and .one student served

as our very capable floor director.,

3. Theme song. One of our students wrote the theme song and then recorded it with

another of our students. We're pro of this, and it also prevents any'copyright

problems.

4. Copyrights. There are a lot of gray areas that make it difficult to know which

copyright laws apply to you, particularly if you are producing a nonprofit

program to be seen on a nonprofit channel. Writing for copyright clearances

for books) can be time - consuming, both in the writing and in the waiting.

We found it easiest, in the end, to avoid all copyrighted material. If we need



an illustration of something, we draw it. After all, the parents won't have the

copyrighted materials readily available anyway. We did get clearance from one

small record company to use any of their records.

5. Credits and graphics. Credits are important and need to be kept current. If

you have a machine called a character generator, this can be a relatively easy task.

If not, you will probably need technical assistance in preparing slides for the credits.

As far as graphics, we have printed our own recipe cards and related materials for use

on the show. However, we hope to have an art student do them in the future for a

more professional !oak.

6. Expensey'budget. You will need to have money for the following, at d minimum:

teaching materials; reference materials (for gathering ideas); blank video cassette's; clerical

suppliesifurniture and other set decorations; refreshments for children and parents; same toys

and materials for children to play with during breaks in the taping; additional money if

you want to pay student crew or a student assistant. Additional expenses for studio time

pre-, during, and postp duction (including editing)wili vary depending on your

situation.

7. Choosing Itudent teachers. There are a numbaer of desirable qualities, but those

that seem most essential are: total dependabili

and motivating lesson; an obi li

sense of what makes for an unusual

to interact in a warm and positive way with children,

even when under pressure. Quiet, soft-spoken teach

effective as somewhat louder, outgoing ones.

we've found can be as

8. Contacting parents and children. Our children come from number of places,

primarily day care facilities, lout -wp've also worked with children of relatives, friends,.



neighil-rs. We call the parents five days before the taping to see if they can come. It's

common for one or two to fail to appear, so you may want to call an extra one or two.

We generally call eight parents and worf with the children in what are basically two

"teams" becaUse of the heat of the camera lights.

With regard to choosing children, we have become aware of haw much more srothly

/and interestingly the-show goes if we have a child who is particularly verbal and enthusiastic.

When, we meet such a child, we make a note of it, and try to contact the parents to see

if they are willing to take part. Won_ing with brothers and sisters does nat al ays work

if they are on the same segment, as they have a tendency to become competi ve. We've

found that three-year-olds are a bit too unpredictable to have on the p g They do

normal three-year-old things such as walk off the set in the Middle of a segment in order

to use the bathroom. Therefore, our children are mostly four-year-olds with a few

kindergarteners well. See Helpful Hints for Parents for notes on children who begin

to 'act'" more than we would like.

9. Planni nd practice. We generally have a three part process in producing a

show,- First, the students and the author (who serves p duce director ) mmeet as a

group and brainstorm as many ideas as we can regarding activities we would like to try.

We then do a preliminary. "map out" of the next 4 6 programs, balancing the kinds of

activities we will use on each one. One week before taping, we have a practice session

nearby day care center at which attempt to run through the.activities as

closely as posSible to the way we will do them on the doe of the taping. This practice
=

session has proven to be indispensable, enabling us to eliminate about 90% of the pa

problems. At the session we also time the segments to determine whether we need to add or

delete material for our 28- minute progr
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On the Day of the Toping

Early in the day, crew members arrive at the studio ta lig. . the set. The student

assistant and director begin putting up the set about 1 1/2 hours before the taping

(it takes about 45 minutes). We also set up the children's room with toys, refreshments,

and a monitor so that children and parents can watch what is going on during the taping.

(Before the taping begin), we also run earlier tapes so parents can see the edited versions.

The stude rrive abut half an hour before the taping, is to begin. By this time,

all recipe cards and other graphics have been completed and checked. Children and

parents arrive about 15 minutes before the taping. They ore greeted and name tags.ore

attached. if the parent and child are new, we give the parent handouts to explain the

Prot m, have the parent sign a rielecise form, and show both of them around the studio.

Before each segment, the camera d rector meets with the student teacher and director-

to discuss whaeis going to happen on the next segment. At this time, we are careful to

nt out particular camera shot$ that we want to'get during this segment. Also discussed

are the points at which the student w 11 be spec Ing to the cam a. Students can request

that certain hondsignals be given to let them know how -much time is left for'a segment.

We have tried 'idiot cards" but found it better for the students to memorize messages

so they could look directly into the camera. However, when we have recipe cards, the

students can read the recipei siAce the camera is focused on the card.

With a "Stand by . quiet on the set . ...", the carper'as begin to loll. In,s

general, the segment is shot inane piece, although there ate occasional activi.ttes

(such as lengthy art activities) during which ie.e.e cut the cameros.ancl lights, allow the

children to Work for a period; and then ntinue to the finish. It is important to realize

that one of the advantages of videotape is that somethin Can be retapecl. Thus,
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students misspeak themselves, they know they can take a deep breath and begin again. m

- the very worst event, we-can retape an entire segment on the next-taping day--or even

decide not to use the activity at all. You are the c

and does not have to ye treated as such;

p ain. This is not live television,

Between each segment, we take the children back to the children's room, for L-;th-

room breaks, etc. Before going to the next segment, we find it helps to spend some ti

playing with the new group of children before sending them on the set. The lights are

hot and all of the adults and cameras are somewhat overwhelming. If we can get

the children giggling and moving, they are a little more relaxed when the camercis

start to roll.

When the segments for a particular show have been completed, it is time to take

the set down, put away various materials until the next show-rand celebrate. It is

an exhilarating experience, and we always leave the studio in high spirits.

Postproduction Activities

The next steps are:

1. The director views the raw tape (there is usually about 45 minutes for a 28 minute

show) and makes suggestions for the edits. We fiound that it eras not always obvious to the

person doing the editing--who is not in the field of education--to know what we regarded

as most worthwhile. This takes about two hours.

2. The tape is then edited by a professional editor.

The director views the edited tape to see whether it is ready far elease to the

television station. If it is not, it is sent back for. further editing. Tapes are released only

whe' deemed fully satisfactory.

'If there is re-edit, this, too, is checked before releasing. If satisfactory,

the tape is fhe'n taken - to.the television station for broadca



5. Final y, the students and director sit down to critique the sho

_ went well and where mare work is needed for a better program.

Additional Thoughts

noting what

It takes about 40 peopleincluding crew, student teachers, parents, children, and

the staff at the television station--to get'each of our shows on,the. air. Whenever you deal

with that many people, there are bound to be Some problems at times: One of the primary

roles of the producer is to ibirddog," for example seeing that the program is listed in

the television guide--and then checking to see that it is run when it is supposed to be. It is

helpful if you can find a student whdis dependable, has a lot of initiative, and who can

help with the multitude of little jobs that always need to be done.

Related to this is the necessity_Qf jrequent, open communication with all of the people

involved in the process. It is difficult to keep everyone informed every step of the way,

but to the extent that you con, you will make the process a smoother one. What you

cannot do is assur re that everyone will take this project as'seriously as you and your

students do. Asa result, you may find you must supervise most aspects of-this process.

.

There are some differences between television teaching and classroom teaching.,

We find we need to have a more "controlled" situation,. so that Children "take turns."

When everyc _ talksat once, it shows enthusiasm, but it is hard to tell what is being

said. "Pet words, "such as o.k., uhhhh. . ., become quickly evident on tape, and

we have had to continually work at eliminating them from our vocabularies. It is

also a good idea to avoid asking "Would you like to . and "Was-it fun?" We

generally ignore irrelevant remarks that Ore made by children, although occasionally

teacherwill instinctively respond and that is fine, too. (for example, to a question.

about whether Aim can "see what I'm doing"). Occasionally, a child will be reluctant

1
4.
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to take part. When that happens, we try once involve the child, and then just go

on. We let the children do as much as possible, not only because we believe it is good
I

teaching, but because we find that on camera, adults look physically overwhelming

compared to the children. For the same reason, we try never to take children by the ar?ri to

lead them to a place. Questions are directed to the group of children, rather than calling

on individual children ,for answers. There is usually not time to call an each of the

children for= an answer to a question, not is there always time for everyone to "have a

turn" during -particular activity. We dress "cooly" as the lights are hot, and avoid

light colors in clothing. Highly reflective aterialsincluding jewelry, tinfoil, and

glittercan give our cameras some difficulty. The students wear something with a neck-

line that can accomodate a small microphone called a lavalier. The student teachers

need to be aware of the cameras when working with the materials: materials are usually

held to the side when being introduced and it is important to hold them still1
that the

cameras can get a good shot (rather 'than moving them from side to side so that all of the

children-can see To save time, we will-often have many of the materials set out for

each child before the cameras start. As with good teachlerg-r_however, we try to pay

attention to the pacing, going herr:oath,

activities.

less active segments; from table to floor
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APPENDIX B

GUIDE FOR STUDENTS ON PLANNING ACTIVITIES

1. Plan on about a 6 - 7 minute lesson. If you do an "expando" activitysuch as

an art activity--the tape can run for 15 - 20 minutes and be edited down later. W-

usually have two set lessons and two expandos on a p gram.

Plan for about 3 - 5 children. They will have nametags on.

Plan something that parents can do at home with their children withol4t Brea

pense or preparation.

4. Plan 3 - 4 sentences to explain to parents why this is a good activity for children.

Memorize these so you can look into the camera Ana-delivering your -es ge.

Remember, your message can be retaped if necessary, so relax. If you want to, and

if it is appropriate, you can talk to the parents throughout an activity.

5. The first teacher on the program must write a greeting, and the last person on the

program must write a closing message.

6. If you would like to do promos for the show, you can go down to he station and

do some: They're flint_

If-you going to have any hand-printed material as part of your lesson, it must

be checked before the day of the taping.

For every Ison, you should have several divergent

in advance.

9. Look

--ended) questions planned

r unique lessons, something with "pizazz," at least some of the time.

10. Avoid copyrights every way possible: draw your own pictures, make up stories,

sing y9ur own songs.

11. Look for ideas everywhere: at day care centers, in magazines, in books.
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12. You can teach a lesson in alrr st any area: concept development, movement., science,

art, cooking, etc. The one area we have riot been able/to tackle successfully is teaching/
a song, because of the lack of time.

13. Have all teaching materials ready before you come t© the taping.

14. The Ultimate Veto: If you are ever, 'sited to do something that you do not feel

comfortable about, you may veto it. Conversely, if you want to do something that the

di rector does not feel comfortable about, she can veto it.
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APPENDIX C

HINTS FOR. TEACHING ON CAMERA

1. Dress "cooly"--the lights are hat. Da not wear yellow or white.

2. Avoid saying, "Was it fu ? Did you like that?" They may say nc to be sillyI

Try to avoid repeating certaih words or phrases, such as "O.K.?" Get your frier

to help you break the habit. We should remind each other, too.

4. Be careful about saying, Ea this for It is better to say, "Do this for us."

5. Avoid repeating what the children say if you can possibly help it. They talk more

when you don't repeat. The microphone picks up 90% of wbat is said by the

children.

't call on individual children, for answers, e.g., sie, what do you think. .

Address questions to the entire group. Don't worry about everyone having a turn

each time- -there isn't always time for that.

7. In addressing the home audiencee "Grownups at home."

Ignore occasional misbehavior or redirect the child with a comment. If a child

asks a completely irrelevant questioh you are usually safest to ignore it. Once

in awhile, however, a studerit has answered such question, and it's been fine-
,

e.g. '"WIllt's that?" "A microphone. You jost have to use your own common sense.

If you flub, take 10 seconds to compose yourself and start over. You can ask to

retape, i t you want to.

10. Teaching on television isn't the same as teaching in the classroom. You need to

-retain more control of the materials and of the di ussion. Children can talk--we

want them to--but we have to avoid sitLiations where-they are all talking at once,



as it conies. across as a II buzz.

1.6

11. Be careful about "helping" the children do things while on-camera. It can look

overwhelming to the television viewer (big adult and little child.) You can, however,

have another teacher join you for an -activity, if necessary.

12. Do not take children by the arm to get them into positionit looks rough.

13, 8e6re the cameras roll for your gment, get thichildren to sit up nice and

tall, so they look alert and interested.

14. You can ask lotany signal you want= ®5 minutes remaining, 4 minutes, etc, plus

a "wrap" signal (fist is twisted in air, meaning finish as soon as possible)

15. The red light means the,,00mera is on, but you can't always see it because of the

.bright lights. Before your iegment, you will meet with the camera director and

director. We will discuss what you are going to do, and which camera you will be

speaking into. Try to frown when facing the camera (the lights are bright).

Hold objects steady for the camera.

t6. Avoid brushing against the lavalier microphone scraping the surface of the

table.

17. If a child doesn't want to' take Port, in an activity, try once, then go on.
1

At the end of your segment, just keep smiling, or continue working with the children

until someone says, "You're off."

19. Professional extras: quiet on the set during the taping, do not criticiie anyone.

while taping a program.

20. RELAX! There affe lots of thins to help: cue cards, editing, experienced people,

retaping. We haven't lost anybody yeti
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APPENDIX D

ILME INSTRUCTION SHEET FORMAT

TIT_ LE (What the activity

WHY? (Ex/plain why this is a good activjty for young chi Idren.:You can use fhe,

game sentences you used 9n the program.)

WHAT YOU NEED: (List the items.)

WHAT YOU DO: (Explain step by step.

openended.)

RELATED ACTIVITIES: (Try to think of things theft could be done around an actual

home.)

Include questionsat 'least half should be

SUGGESTIONS: (Describe, if there are any. Spr example, you might mention where

certain materials can be obtained.

Other hints for writing the instruction sheSts:

Use The plLral form children--as it avoids the awkward Ile/she construction.

As you write, keep in mind a parent working with two children at home-.
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APPENDIX E

PARENT INFORMATION SHEET

Welcome to the Just for You showl We thought you might like
C

=
bout how the program got started, what is involved in producing it,

and other details.

In October, 1978, Ka

ho was serving as Acting

Unive its Fresno. to see i

e information'

how it is paid fo

hryn Hitt of Fresno Cable Television called Deanna Schifling,

ordinator of Early Childhood Education at California State

she would be interested in prbducing a program for preschool

children. On December 2, 1978, we taped our first she'

Laboratory at the univers

mowers, airplanes,

in the Child Development

Because we were unable to control outside noises (lawn-

ater coolersyou name it!)
.

television studio bt the university

Touching Cloudswhich

e began taping the program in the

by this time, we had our original theme sonir-

ed by Janell Harris, and sung by Janell and,Amy

Fawcettboth students in the Early Childhood Education program'. We also had the

lovely fabric hanging, by artist Jan Pienkowski, to use flo

ductory atedits of our show.

the set and kr the intro-

With each show we produced, we learned--how to move, ho

-same as

rk with children on ca

ching.in

have a dress rehearsal' at Little Friends Learning Center bri' Monday before" the sho

we duo an entire run-through at the Center with a different group of children.

to organize lessons,

era. We've found that teaching on camera is not the

m situation. One thing that has helped is being able to

enables us to iron outmost of the problems befo e the taping on Friday

All bf the time and mopey spent from 'December, 1978 until May, 1

volunteera true labor of love. In April, 1979

This

79, was

7 $5,200. grant was awarded by the
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State university system to help underwrite expenses for the production of 20 more

programs during,the 1979-80 school year. Out of this sum mist Come many things:

furnishings for the set; toys fps the children to playtvithppay for the student television

crew (there is no pay for the teacher teaching materials; books for ideas; a small

fortune for the videotape; snacks; an overworked production assistant, who puts in many

volunteer hours as well.

Just for You has been broadcast on Fresno Cable, Channel 11--since December, 1978.

also been broadcast on the 'California Children's Channel and Canadian Children's

Channel. Both of these channels are non-profit and broadcagt nian-violent children's

programming all day.

We are still learning I The whole process has beeh a tremendous learning experience

for the students who are in the teacher training program at C.S.U. Fres for the students

who work as our crew, and for the faculty and staff involved-. All of us are indebted to

the loyal parents who have-payed with us through all the trials and, tribulations.of that

first year. Things are beginn ng to run more smoothly with experience ut we are still

t
making changes to make this a better.program for children and their parents. We are,

apparently, the oriL progrgm being produced in the United States and Canada that believes

nts are their children's inose important teach'ers. THANKS, PARENTS, FOR YOUR

CONTINUE!) SUPPORT OF OUR EFFORTS!

r



APPENDIX F

HELPFUL HINTS TO PARENTS

You can park in Parking Lot C. We have arranged to have parking restrictions

lifted on the afternoons when we are taping.

2. Dress your children "cooly." The lights are hot. 'Please try to avoid yellow and

white clothing, as there are reflection problems.

Tap.irigs take about two haws. YOU, can leave your children and come back to

pick them up, if you wish. The first time you come, it is better for you to stay

to give the children a sensa of security. Please try to be here about 15 minutes

before the taping starts Our usual taping time is from 3 P.M. - 5 P.M.

Friday afternoons.

-4. Because the lights are hot, we try to alternate the children on the segments. We

used to have the same children for the entire show, but found that they became

tired and listless by the end of the afternoon, even with breaks and refreshments

between each segment Sometimes, if a child has to 'leave early; we'will try to

have that child on the first two or three segments.

We would like to have all of the parents in thb control booth as it is exciting,

but there is not enough room for ev'e:rybociy. We will try

can spend at least part of your afternoon in the booth.

rrange it so that you

6. For a given program, about 40 - 45 minutes of "raw" is Shot. This will be

edited dawn to 28 minutes for broadcast. You can see the'edited version in

several ways: if you or a friend receives cable television; by going to Fresno Cable

on the day of the broadcast, by calling Fresno. Cable cod asking them to set it up for

you to see at the station.

20
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7. If you tell us that you are coming, but then find you cannot, pleasb call us so

a substitute can be obtained.

Some children do beautifully in this kind of situationthey enjoy it, .are eagerito

participate and to come back. Other children are a little overwhelmed by the

lights, people, etc.--this is normal. And some children get a little "carried away"

nd get a little silly--this, too, is normal.' We want the`-children to come and have

good time with us .. If we feel a child is not having a good time, or that it is not

good experience for the child, we will, regretfully, ask another child to come

instead. We find, too, that children sometimes do better if they don't come every

time We will call you before each taping to see if and your child can come.

9. 'lea e realize that we are all still learning. Bear with-us vrlien there are problems,.

and let us know if there are ways we can make it easier for you an4/or a bete%
p

program for parents and their children. Thanks!
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PARENT PROGRAM EVALUATION FORM

Show date
r

If you were a parent watching at home, which of toddy's activities might yo do
later with your child ,Wh ?

Can you tell us why you did not pLck some of he activities?

C

What did you like best about the pro

4- Haw could we improve the.pro
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APPENDIX H

EVALUATION OF CHILD INTEREST IN PROGRAM ACTIVITIES

Show date'

Age of children present (give range, if necessa

Setting-in which children watched:

Adults present:

For each af the program segments, make three entries--at the beginning, middle, and end

f the segment. How"many children were watching at each time (5 of 7? 2 of 7?) What

were their reactions ?" Did they say anything? Do, anything? If they stopped watching,

what did they do. instestd?

ent 1

Beginning:

Middle:

End:

Teacher Activity

rm continues oabave far each, segment on the program.



APPENDIX I

JOB SHEEP

Greet children, parents, crew. =See that each person has a name tag;

For parents and children who have not come before: have parents sign release

farm; give them the Parent Information. Sheet and the Helpful Hints to Parents

sheet; show them 'around the studio.

2. Refreshments.

Keep track of which children are on each segment;. escort children back and

forth to the playroom; take to the control booth parents whose children are on
0.

the next segment.

Complete the Evaluation of Child Interest in Program Activities

Distribute and collect Parent Program Evalu

6. Everybody: put up and take

*We found that there wasa need

ion forms

up and clean up cht _It

24

assign jobs to students on t ping days becaue of

the number of people and activities. that must be coordinated.
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'APPENDIX J

SUMMARY OF PARENT RESPONSES TO INTERVIEW

During the spring of 1980, the students .fho taught on the Just for You program
\ ,

interviewed 53 parehts of preschool children. The folAawirl!g summarizes answers to two

of the questions.,

Questions':,.

RESPONSES.

2.

5.

6.

7.

Suppose moone came to you and said "We're planning a

series of half-hour programs for parents f preschool "thi Idren.

---,What would you like to see on this prog ?" What would

you say _

, .
The philosophy of the JUst for You program is that parents are

their children's first and most important teachers. Are there

any ways that you feel you could use same help in being the

best possible teacherofyour child?

OF
RESPONSES

Discipline; handling aggressive behavior and.riegativism . 22

1#aw to be more patient; t push tcofast; stages of development 18

Affective' les ns; self-esteem; feelings 16

Socialization skills.; peer relationships 13-

.

Psychomotor lessons; gymnastics; dance; exercise 10

Dramatic play., puppetry; fingerplays; children's phoys 9

Nurnbers- 9

8. Nutritious &Cods; proper diet

z
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OF
RESPONSES RESPONSES

9. Music 8

10. Letters 8

1 1 . Art

12. Handling fears; dreams and- nightmares; death; family separations

13. Concept development

14. Help get ready to read; letter unds

15. Stories; books; folklore; poems

16. Colors 4

17, Chi Idhood ai lments; when to go to doctor; a I lergies 4

18. Handling difficult situations: jealousy; family reunions; good

alternatives when handling stress; crying children 4

19. Oral language 4

Three responses each: Sibling relationships; human sexual local

Two re

things to do; danger areas; resources available to

parents; games; rainy day and sick day activities;

role and value of both parents ;creativity and

imagination,

nses each: Teaching right and wrorigl.activities family can do

together; teaching independence; daily tasks and

experienCes; self-care; listeners send in answers to

problem situations; gifted child; stimulating curiosity;

teaching responsibility



APPENDIX K

ADDITIONAL STUDENT COMMENTS ABOUT THEIR EXPERIENCE

Each semester, students working on the Just for You program are asked to eva ate

their experiences. The following are some of their comments.

students in the SchooI of Education:

"It helped me gain more respect for young children. working with, asking questions,

and observing them, I've seen how special, unique, and intelligent each individual is."

showed me in a very tangible way, the value of small group interaction with children."

"It broadened my awareness of the importance of clarity in directions."

'The reference to Just for You on my resume has been noted and asked about on eve

interview that I have had."

It helped me realize the thorough planning and preparation needed to teach a good

lesson."

"It has really made me aware of asking open-ended ques. ins. I notice when I do

lesson plans for other classes that I inc lude' them. It has given me much more self-

confidence. I have to say that it's at least as valUable as my student teaching."

have the ability to work under pressure. I know I can do it."

"I became aware of undan it is to repeat a child's response.

"I was able to hear how high-pitched my voice is and in consecutive -tapes see how

I was able to lower the pitch
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"The most significant thing I got out of the experience were all the ideas for

lessons. And on top of ideas, I have home instruction sheets With all the directions

It has made me aware of haw many times I say 'okay" and I can now work to

overcome that."

"I have become more conscious of my speech and how easy it lur words

together.'

"I felt like 1 was doing something important."

Students in the. Radio-Television Department:

knew most of the equipment and techniques before the show ever started, but

actually got to put them together and experience it with he show."

"I was able. to greatly increase my skills running camera and found the amount of

activity associated with following the activities of small children to be on immense

help in learning to move smoothly with_the fiction of the to I feel a much

greater understanding of the many problems,associated with filming d regularly

scheduled show and the special problems unique to children's shows."

"All the class work I have done so far has not done as much to show rt,e what the

actual television working environment will be like when I became professionally ,

involved."

'The most important asset of being a crew member' the personal reward in being

involved in a show of excellence in regard, to its concept design and the r rd of

watching student teachers who really care, who want and make that special difference,

working with those who count most - -today's "young adults" disguised as children "
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APPENDIX L

DESCRIPTION OF COURSES

180T Educational Programming f, Children and Parents

Consideration of parent education materials regarding activities for

children; evaluation of current children's programming on commercial and

public television; working with children in the production of television

programs.

180T Television and the Preschool Child

Development of cognition, I nguage, perception, and memory in the

preschool child and the implications for televised instruction; working

with children in the production of television programs; developing

materials and devising strategies to involve parents in the teaching

proses

Notes Roth' class nted three semester units of credit and recluired

instructor permission to join.
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